methodological rigour with which those merits are scientifically judged. The authors rightly suggested that the lower pregnancy rate, technical complexity and high cost of PGD together with the reduced survival rate of cryo-thawed biopsied embryos must be considered. It is therefore all too important that the message we impart to our PGD patients must also be based on robust evidence.
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Reply: Single embryo transfer in preimplantation genetic diagnosis cycles for women <36 years does not reduce delivery rate

Sir,

We greatly appreciate the interest of Drs. Khalaf and El-Toukhy in our study entitled ‘Single embryo transfer in preimplantation genetic diagnosis cycles for women <36 years does not reduce delivery rate’ (Donoso et al., 2007). The former study represents the first effort to evaluate the impact of single-embryo transfer (SET) in patients undergoing preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) for inherited disorders including only a select group of patients (young age, first treatment cycle) under the framework of the new Belgian legislation. Although we agree on the limitations of the study design, our findings show that performing SET in patients who had more than one embryo available to transfer enabled to avoid multiple pregnancies while achieving a comparable delivery rate to patients who had double-embryo transfer (DET) (37 versus 33.9%, respectively), hence reinforcing the fact that SET does not compromise success rates when applied in these couples. The limited number of patients included in the study is a direct consequence of the strict inclusion criteria used as well as the assessment of delivery rate as the primary outcome measure. We believe that these results require confirmation by further studies including a higher number of couples, however, this is not feasible at our centre since DET cannot be currently performed in these couples.

Our results do not imply that SET should be regarded as a routine practice on patients undergoing PGD, but rather highlight the major advantage of reducing the twin pregnancy rate without comprising the delivery rate in a select group of patients undergoing PGD. We cannot exclude that larger series will show a significant reduction on the delivery rate as shown for non-PGD cycles (Thurin et al., 2004), however, this decrease must be balanced along with the well-known drawbacks of multiple pregnancies. Further research focussed on the improvement of embryo cryopreservation techniques, especially in the case of biopsied embryos, could help broaden the indications of SET in PGD couples.
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